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1. Introduction

Many application scenarios where wireless sensor nodes support full mobility whereas they are powered by limited capacity batteries and limited memory equipment, pose significant resource exchange restrictions to the associated resource sharing process. The network topology dynamically changes due to the power management interface activities of the sensor nodes to conserve energy. Nodes aggressively switch their transceivers off causing sudden network partitioning. This causes several connectivity issues to the nodes as they are no longer capable for hosting the resource sharing process in a reliable manner. It is a major challenge to face intermittent connectivity issues and at the same time provide minimization of the energy consumption onto each node according to the resource exchange activity. In order to explore a compromise between the growing needs in communication network resources and the limitations that pose according to the users’ demands, it is necessary to apply algorithms and control mechanisms for the regulation of the data traversal [1] and flows. The message volume among users and control messages among terminals grows exponentially [2], whereas the associated traffic dynamics in the channels becomes complicated and chaotic [3]. There is a great need to explore these traffic dynamics through models that primarily investigate the behavior of the traffic through time and create a model for hosting this behavior, enabling optimal traffic control.

When wireless devices share resources following the opportunistic manner, the resource exchange process faces several connectivity challenges that need to be faced via reactive combinatorial practices. This letter investigates a proposed and implemented scheme for sharing resources using the opportunistic networking paradigm whereas, it enables Energy Conservation (EC) for the nodes by allocating dissimilar Sleep/Wake schedules to wireless devices. The scheme considers the resource sharing process which according to the duration of the traversed traffic through the associated channel, it impacts the Sleep-time duration of the node. The letter shows that the traffic’s backward difference can be defined as a significant parameter to assign the next Sleep-time duration for each node according to the activity duration and the volume of the traffic for each node. The scheme is evaluated through Real-Time implementation by using dynamically moving MICA2dot wireless nodes [4] which are exchanging resources in a Mobile Peer-to-Peer manner. Results have indicated the scheme’s efficiency for enabling EC and provide the ground which the smart traffic schemes will be expanded in order to offer adaptive EC in Real-Time.

2. The Backward Difference Traffic Estimation for Energy Conservation

As traffic is of our main focus, there is a need to associate the traffic-enabled parameters in time with the energy metrics for each node. The input nodal traffic is being considered in this letter, and estimated according to the Backward Traffic Difference (BTD). Wireless nodes, regardless if they are acting in the network as intermediate forwarding nodal points or as destinations, they have to be self-aware in terms of power and processing as well as in terms of accurate participation in the transmission activity. There are many techniques such as the dynamic caching-oriented methods explored in the recent past. The present letter utilizes a hybridized version of the proposed adaptive dynamic caching [5] where, if a destination node will be set in Sleep state then the packets destined for this node will be cached into an intermediate node. This mechanism is considered to behave satisfactorily and enables simplicity in real time implementation [6], while it prolongs the network lifetime according to the volume difference of the incoming traffic.

As the BTD scheme is entirely based on the aggregated self-similarity nature of the incoming traffic for a certain node, there should be an evaluation scheme in order to enable the node to Sleep, less or more according to the previous activity moments. This means that, as more as the cached traffic is, there will be an increase in the sleep-time duration of the next moment for the destination node. Let $C_{(i)}$ be the capacity of the traffic that is destined for the Node $i$ in the time slot (duration) $t$, and $C_{N(i)}$ is the traffic capacity that is cached onto Node $(i-1)$ for time $t$. Then, the 1-level Backward Difference of the Traffic is evaluated by estimating the difference of the traffic while the Node$(i)$ is set in the Sleep-state for a period, as follows:
\[ \forall C_{N_i(1)} = T_s (r) - T_s (r - 1) \]
\[ \forall C_{N_i(2)} = T_s (r - 1) - T_s (r - 2) \]
\[ \forall C_{N_i(n+1)} = T_s (r - (n - 1)) - T_s (r - (n - 2)) \]

where \( \forall C_{N_i(1)} \) denotes the first moment traffic/capacity difference that is destined for \( \text{Node}(i) \) and it is cached onto Node \( (i-1) \) for time \( \tau \), \( T_s (r) - T_s (r - 1) \) is the estimated traffic difference while packets are being cached onto \( (i-1) \) hop for recoverability [5]. Equation (1) depicts the BTD estimation for one-level comparisons, which means that the moments are only being estimated for one-level \( (T_s (r) - T_s (r - 1)) \). The Traffic Difference is estimated so that the next Sleep-time duration can be directly affected according to the following:

\[ \delta(C(T)) = C_{\text{total}} - C_1, \forall C_{\text{total}} > C_1, T \in \{ r - 1, r \} \]  

where the Traffic that is destined for \( \text{Node}(i) \), urges the Node to remain active for \( \delta(C(T)) / C_{\text{total}} \cdot T_{\text{prev}} > 0 \).

When a node admits traffic, the traffic flow \( t_f \), can be modeled as a stochastic process [9] and denoted in a cumulative arrival form as \( A_f = \{ A_f (T) \}_{T \in N} \), where \( A_f (T) \) represents the cumulative amount of traffic arrivals in the time space \([0..T]\). Then, the \( A_f (s, T) = A_f (T) - A_f (s) \), denotes the amount of traffic arriving in time interval \( (s, t] \). Hence the next Sleep-time duration for \( \text{Node}(i) \) can be evaluated as:

\[ L(n + 1) = \frac{\delta(C(T)|A_f(s, T))}{C_{\text{total}}} \cdot T_{\text{prev}}, \forall \delta(C(T)) > 0 \]  

For the case that the \( \delta(C(T)) < 0 \) it stands that:

\[ \delta(C(T)) = C_{\text{total}} - C_1, \forall C_{\text{total}} < C_1, T \in \{ r - 1, r \} \]

and

\[ \frac{\delta(C(T))}{C_{\text{total}}} \cdot T_{\text{prev}} < 0, \forall T_{\text{prev}} > T_{\text{prev}} (r - 1), \]  

the \( C_i < 0 \) and the total active time increases gradually according to the following estimation:

\[ T_{\text{sleep}} = T(r - t_1) - (C_i) = T(r - t_1) + C_{N_i} \]  

where the \( C_{N_i} \) is the estimated duration for the capacity difference for \( C_i < 0 \), whereas the Sleep-time duration decreases accordingly with Equations (3) and (4), iff \( C_i < 0 \). Taking into consideration the above stochastic estimations, the Energy Efficiency \( EE_{i} \) can be defined as a measure of the capacity of the \( \text{Node}(i) \) over the Total Power consumed by the Node, as:

\[ EE_{i}(T) = \frac{C_{i}(T)}{\text{TotalPower}} \]  

Equation 5 above can be defined as the primary metric for the lifespan extensibility of the wireless node in the system.

3. Real-time performance testing and evaluation using the MICA2 sensors equipped with the MTS310 sensor boards

Real-time experiments and measurement studies were conducted for the precise evaluation and the offered energy conservation from the BTD scheme. During the evaluation, 35 nodes were used, with each link (frequency channel) having max speed reaching data transmission at 38.4Kbits/s, and the wireless network is organized in 8 overlapping clusters. Each source node transmits one 512-bytes (~4Kbits-light traffic) packet asynchronously and randomly each node selects a destination. Network structure has been implemented as a \([N-1] \) row, \([N-1] \) column for each node being a possible destination as developed in [6]. Each device has an asymmetrical storage capacity compared with the storages of the peer devices. The range of the capacities for which devices are supported are in the interval 1MB to 20MB\(^1\) to encourage the caching mechanism to take place where needed. Indicative and comparative results are shown in figures 1, 2(a) and (b).

\(^1\) The capacity for each device can be tuned according to the volume of the Traffic in the configuration process.
4. Conclusion
In this letter, a measurement study is presented, using the BTD scheme hosted on wireless nodes during their resource exchange process. According to real-time results extracted, the designed model prolongs the network lifetime by reducing the energy consumed and the active-state duration that the node experiences, while maintaining the requested scheduled transfers.

5. Future trends and prospects in BTD for EC
Since wireless communication accounts for a large proportion of energy consumption and multimedia data are often of large size, there is a great need to balance the multimedia and delay-sensitive content sharing with performance and energy consumption. Further streams in research encompass the Multifractal estimations where different moments of the traffic variations will be considered and modeled using self-Similar, N-Window Fractality measurements. This estimation will be designed to support efficiently multimedia traffic (delay sensitive) while it potentially offers EC. In addition, current trends in EC research include the Energy profiling and tagging for WSNs where using a social model the associated traffic can be tagged and classified according to QoE parameters of the tagged users.
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1. Introduction

Due to the recent advances in wireless communication and sensing technologies, there has been increasing interest in Mobile Sensor Networks (MSNs) that are constructed by mobile nodes with sensor devices. Urban sensing, in which ordinary people cooperate for data gathering with some incentive, is a typical example of MSNs[1][4]. Traditionally, urban sensing assumes some infrastructures, i.e., the Internet, for communication and data gathering. However, since many applications share and compete for limited network resources in the Internet, it is desirable to minimize traffic that MSNs inject into the Internet. As a result, MANET (Mobile Ad Hoc Network) based approaches without any infrastructures have recently attracted much attention for urban sensing in MSNs. In such MSNs (which we simply call MSNs), sensor nodes sense an environment (e.g., noise, temperature, and people density), and a sink gathers the sensor readings using multi-hop radio communication between sensor nodes (and the sink).

In MSNs (composed of ordinary people), the number of sensor nodes is generally very large, and thus, there are basically many sensor nodes for each geographical point that can sense (cover) the point in the entire sensing area (i.e., dense MSNs). From the perspective of applications, a lot of same sensor readings are not useful, but just waste limited network bandwidth and battery of sensor nodes. Rather, in most cases, applications require a certain geographical granularity of sensing, e.g., sensor readings of every 100 [m] \times 100 [m] square. Therefore, to reduce the data traffic for data gathering, it is desirable to efficiently gather sensor readings so that the geographical granularity required from an application can be guaranteed with the minimum number of sensor nodes. Achieving this is not easy because sensor nodes moves freely, and thus, sensor nodes that can sense a specific point dynamically change. A naive method is that a sink determines sensor nodes that perform sensing and collects the readings from those nodes at every cycle of sensing. However, this method produces large traffic for message exchanges.

In this article, we present our recent work addressing this issue. In [2], we have proposed a data routing method that efficiently gathers sensor readings using mobile agents in dense MSNs. A mobile agent is autonomously operates on a sensor node and moves between sensor nodes. In our method, mobile agents are generated by the sink and allocated on sensor nodes located near the sensing points, which are determined from the requirement on geographical granularity. Each mobile agent moves from the currently located sensor node to the sensor node nearest from the sensing point responding to the movement of sensor nodes, which makes the mobile agent continuously locates near the sensing point. Every time when the sensing time comes, sensor nodes where agents locate perform sensing and send the readings to the sink. Our method can reduce the traffic for gathering sensor data since mobile agents control sensor nodes for sensing operations and transmissions of sensor readings. In this article, we also discuss some directions of our future work.

2. Assumptions and Outline of Our Method

2.1. Assumptions

The sensing area is assumed to be a two-dimensional plane whose horizontal to vertical ratio is \(M:N\) (\(M\) and \(N\) are positive integers). The application specifies its requirement of the geographical granularity of sensing as an integer of \(k^2 \cdot M \cdot N\) (\(k=1,2,...\)). Then, the sink divides the sensing area into \(k \cdot M \times k \cdot N\) lattice-shaped sub-areas and determines the center point of each sub-area as a sensing point, which is the target of data gathering (see Figure 1).

The communication range of each sensor node is a circle with a radius of \(r\). Each sensor node is equipped with a positioning device such as GPS, and they communicate with each other using multi-hop radio communication based on
their positions (i.e., geo-routing[3]). Each sensor node freely moves in the sensing area, while the sink is stationary. Since the number of mobile nodes is very large, there are many sensor nodes for each geographical point that can sense (cover) the point in the entire sensing area.

2.2. Outline of our method

In our method, initially, the sink generates mobile agents and deploys them in the network. Specifically, the sink sends the agent data to $k^2 \cdot M \cdot N$ sensing points. The sensor node closest to each sensing point receives the agent data and boots a mobile agent. At each sensing time, the mobile agents send sensor readings generated by sensor nodes on which they run to the sink. Moreover, if a sensor node on which a mobile agent runs moves away from the sensing point, the mobile agent moves from the sensor node to another node which is the closest from the sensing point. In the following, we describe each of the procedures.

Deployment of mobile agents:
Our method deploys mobile agents in the network with small traffic. Specifically, the sink sends the agent data along the forwarding tree (described below) that is created based on the geographical relationships among sensing points. The procedures of the sink and mobile agents to deploy mobile agents are as follows. First, the sink generates the agent data and sends it to the sensing point in the sub-area in which the sink locates using the geo-routing protocol. Then, the sensor node located closest to the sensing point in its existing sub-area receives the agent data, and then boots a mobile agent. As the initial operation, the mobile agent retransmits the agent data to the sensing points in some of sub-areas which are adjacent to its existing sub area (in a predetermined manner). This procedure is repeated until mobile agents in all sub-areas are activated. Through the above procedures, mobile agents dynamically construct a tree structure for forwarding the agent data (e.g., Fig. 2), which we call the forwarding tree.

Transmission of sensor data:
Mobile agents deployed at (near) sensing points send the sensor data held by sensor nodes on which these agents operate to the sink at every sensing time. Our method can reduce the traffic of sending sensor data since mobile agents compress the received sensor data that are sent along the forwarding tree in the reverse direction. More specifically, at every sensing time, mobile agents located in sub-areas of the top and bottom edges of the sensing area start to send their sensor readings (sensor data) to the mobile agents that forwarded the agent data to them. Then, each mobile agent that receives the sensor data from all children in the forwarding tree aggregate the received sensor data and its sensor reading and forwards the aggregated data to the parent in the forwarding tree. This procedure is repeated until the mobile agent located in the sub-area where the sink locates receives the sensor data. Finally, that mobile agent sends the data to the sink. By aggregating sensor data at each intermediate node, its size can be reduced.

Movement of mobile agent:
If a sensor node on which a mobile agent operates moves away from the sensing point, it may not be able to sense (cover) the point. To avoid such situations, mobile agents move from the current sensor nodes to other nodes which are closest to the sensing points. Specifically, a mobile agent starts moving when the distance between the sensing point and itself becomes longer than threshold $\alpha$. Here, $\alpha$ is a system parameter which is set as a constant smaller than the half of the communication range of sensor nodes ($r/2$) and the sensing coverage, which can guarantee that a sensor node on which a mobile agent operates can communicate with all sensor nodes located near from the sensing point and can sense the data at the sensing point.

2.3. Performance study

We conducted simulation experiments to verify the effectiveness of our

Figure 3: Simulation result (success ratio)  Figure 4: Simulation result (traffic)
method. In the simulations, a sink and 2,000 sensor nodes exist in an area of 1,000 [m] \times 1,000 [m]. The sensing coverage (radius) and communication range of each node are respectively 50 [m] and 100 [m]. The sink collects sensor data from 25 lattice-shaped sub-areas (200 [m] \times 200 [m]) at every 30 [s]. For comparison, we measured the performance of a naive method that sends request messages (queries) to the center positions of all sub-areas and gathers sensor data from nodes locating near those positions at every sensing time. Figures 3 and 4 show the simulation results. From the results, we can confirm that our method drastically reduces the traffic while achieving high success ratio for sensor data collection. This shows the effectiveness of our approach where mobile agents autonomously control data routing and aggregate the sensor data.

3. Future Directions
In [2], for the purpose of simplicity, we assume node failures (e.g., users having mobile node turn off the wireless communication device) do not occur. However, in real environments, node failures do occur. Therefore, we plan to extend our proposed method so that mobile agents monitor the living of other agents with each other and reboot a missing mobile agent.

We also plan to further reduce the traffic for data collection by aggregating sensor data more effectively. For example, since sensor observations at near locations tend to be similar with each other, we can further aggregate them by utilizing some sensor data compression techniques proposed in conventional studies. It is also effective to dynamically determine an appropriate tree structure according to system situations instead of a static one as shown in Figure 2.

In addition, we plan to extend our proposed method to handle sensing errors since sensor observations generally contain some errors and sometimes the errors become very large (outlier). A possible approach is that neighboring mobile agents exchange their sensor readings to check the accuracy before sending the readings to the sink.
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Impacts of Duty-Cycle on Overlapping Multi-hop Clustering in Wireless Sensor Networks
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This paper focuses on studying the impacts of a duty-cycle based CKN sleep scheduling algorithm for a multi-hop overlapping clustering algorithm in wireless sensor networks (WSNs). It reveals the fact that waking up more sensor nodes cannot always increase the average cluster size but can always increase the cluster overlapping degree in a given duty-cycle based WSN.

Multi-hop Overlapping Clustering Algorithm (MOCA) [3] is one of the earliest researches that specifically aims at controlling the overlapping degree among clusters, which are generated to cover the entire wireless sensor network (WSN). A key drawback of this research work is that all sensor nodes are assumed to be always awake during the clustering process. However, in most realistic situations, sensor nodes should be scheduled to dynamically sleep to conserve energy.

Figure 1: An example of overlapped clusters in a duty-cycled WSN.

In [1], Nath et al. proposed a Connected k-Neighborhood sleep scheduling algorithm, named as CKN, for duty-cycle based WSNs. CKN algorithm aims at allowing a portion of sensor nodes in the WSN to go to sleep but still keeping all the awoken sensor nodes connected. The number of sleeping nodes in the WSN when applying CKN algorithm can be adjusted when changing the value of $k$.

In this paper, we are extremely interested in seeing the executing performance of MOCA in duty-cycled WSNs as shown in Fig.1. Particularly, our interests fall into the following two aspects:
Will waking up more sensor nodes increase the average cluster size for any given WSN?
Will waking up more sensor nodes increase the cluster overlapping degree for any given WSN?

To check the impacts of duty-cycle on the MOCA algorithm, we implemented it into our NetTopo WSNs simulator [2], in which the CKN algorithm was implemented.

Figure 2: Impact of network connectivity for executing MOCA in a CKN based WSN in different network size $n$ with changed $k$ values.
In our work, the number of deployed sensor nodes representing different network sizes $n$ are increased from 100 to 1000 (each time increased by 100). The value of $k$ in CKN algorithm is changed from 1 to 10 (each time increased by 1). The nodes were randomly placed according to a uniform distribution on a $700 \times 700 m^2$ area. For every number of deployed sensor nodes, we use 100 different seeds to generate 100 different network deployments. The transmission radius for each node is $60m$. The consumed energy to transmit a $L$-bit message over distance $d$ is: $E_{TX}(L,d) = E_{elec} \cdot L + E_{amp} \cdot L \cdot d^2$, and we assume that the radio dissipates $E_{elec} = 50 nJ/bit$ to the transmitter or receiver circuitry, $E_{amp} = 100pJ/bit/m^2$, and the data rate is $20kbps$. Through repeated experiments, we assure that each point in the plotted results represents an average of ten simulation runs each with 100 different seeds.

As shown in Fig. 2, nine snapshots of executing the MOCA algorithm in CKN based WSNs are provided. The sleeping rate decreases when $k$ gets bigger which is the result of applying the CKN algorithm. The number of cluster heads produced by the MOCA algorithm will increase with the growth of $k$ (from 1 to 3) when the network size $n$ remains the same.

Fig. 3 shows the simulation results of the average cluster size (average number of nodes in a cluster) when the value of $k$ changes for different number of deployed sensor nodes. The observation that we can gain from this simulation result is that: for a certain WSN with a particular network density, waking up more sensor nodes cannot always increase the average cluster size. Instead of that, the average cluster size will reach a relative stable value, and we will work further on it in our future work.

Fig. 4 shows the three-dimensional relationship of network size $n$, $k$ in CKN algorithm, and the cluster overlapping degree (the total number of boundary nodes) in the MOCA algorithm. It clearly reflects that: for a certain WSN with a particular network density, waking up more sensor nodes can always increase the cluster overlapping degree.

This research result is meaningful since it provides a new method to further control the average cluster size and cluster overlapping degree in MOCA algorithm.
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Abstract:
In this paper, we address the problem of static wireless sensor network deployment. Our research aims to generate the best network topology in relation to the following objectives: i) the cost of deployment (number of sensors), ii) the quality of monitoring, iii) network connectivity, and iv) the network lifespan. To overcome the great complexity involved, we proposed several heuristic deployment strategies: Differentiated Deployment Algorithm (DDA), Bernoulli Deployment Algorithm (BDA), Potential Field Deployment Algorithm (PFDA) and Multi-Objective Deployment Algorithm (MODA). The obtained results outperform the related deployment strategies.

Key words: WSN, Deployment, Optimisation, Metaheuristic

1. Introduction
A wireless sensor network is a set of nodes deployed over an area and intended to monitor, supervise, and detect an event (e.g. temperature, humidity, light, etc) [1]. When an event is detected, the network must be able to forward the detection measurement to the base station (sink) in order to inform the user and to execute the associated procedures. For example, if the temperature in a monitored forest exceeds a predefined threshold (e.g. 70 degrees Celsius), the sink will send an alarm to the fire department so that the fire’s propagation can be easily controlled.

As the deployment field is usually large and the communication range is limited, most sensors cannot reach the sink in one hop. To ensure network connectivity, i.e. to guarantee sensors can send data to the sink, multi-hop communication is required. Figure 1 shows a basic wireless sensor network architecture. A sensor node incorporates five modules [2]: i) controller, ii) memory, iii) sensors, iv) communication device, and v) power supply. We will now describe each component in detail.

Quality of monitoring is an important factor of any wireless sensor network. To achieve adequate quality, each point in the deployment field should be covered by at least one sensor. Consequently, when an event occurs in the deployment area, the network will be able to detect it. However, even if an event occurs within a sensor’s coverage circle, detection cannot be fully guaranteed, due to interference, noise, and obstacles. Sensor event detection is probabilistic and as the detection probability increases (close to 1), the quality of monitoring improves. Each point in the deployment area could request an event detection probability that a wireless sensor network should satisfy. The distribution of the requested event detection probability will not be uniform as it will depend on the application, deployment field, and the event characteristics. The requested event-detection probability distribution can also be influenced by geographical factors. For example, in a forest, high detection probabilities (close to 1) are requested for risky areas (e.g. those close to chemical deposits inhabited areas), and low detection probabilities for low-risk areas.

A user communicates with a wireless sensor network via the base station. The sensor nodes should be able to send the detected data to the sink. A path bet-
ween each sensor and the sink must be established otherwise, the user will not be notified and the event will propagate in the deployment field with no reaction from the user. For example, if a fire occurs in a forest and a sensor detects it but cannot send information to the sink (user), the fire will spread and will be more difficult to extinguish. The network topology should be connected for as long as possible so as to inform the user about any evolution of the monitored event.

Sensors are equipped with batteries which contain a limited quantity of energy. Generally, once the sensors are deployed it will be difficult and/or expensive to reach the deployment field and as a result the batteries are not often recharged. Consequently, in wireless sensor network energy is a rare and precious resource. It is important to optimize the network lifetime and much work has been done to minimize energy consumption at the different protocol stack layers. Then, any intervention in the deployment field can be delayed for as long as possible.

2. Problem handled
In this paper, we will focus on the problems surrounding static wireless sensor network deployment. The network contains only one base station and its position is known. Our research aims to establish the best network topology while also taking into account
1. Cost of deployment: Minimizing the number of sensors deployed.
2. Quality of monitoring: Ensuring each point in the deployment area offers an event detection probability greater than or equal to a predefined threshold. The threshold values mainly depend on the event characteristics, deployment field properties, and application.
3. Network connectivity: Calibrating the separating distance between sensor nodes. The distance must be less than or equal to a sensor’s communication range.
4. Network lifetime: Minimizing energy consumption without modifying the protocol stack. Generating the best topology to maximize load balancing and minimize overhearing, collisions, and bit error rate.

3. Proposals
To resolve the wireless sensor network deployment problem described above, we proposed a selection of wireless sensor network deployment strategies. However, due to the complexity of the factors involved, we will set about solving the whole problem in three stages.

In the first stage, the problem tackled will not include all the objectives - only the deployment cost and the quality of monitoring will be considered. Then, each new stage will build upon the previous stage by incorporating another objective. Below, we will specify the sub-problem studied in each stage and the corresponding proposal.

In the first stage, the problem is simplified and we only focused on the deployment cost and the quality of monitoring. Our aim here is to minimize the number of sensors and to satisfy the requested event detection probabilities for each point in the deployment field. To ensure network connectivity, we can assume that a sensor’s communication range is so large. We then propose a heuristic called the Differentiated Detection Algorithm (DDA) [3]. It is based on image processing and mesh representation which is used in 3D modeling. The main idea of DDA is to represent the deployment field with meshes as an image. The mesh nodes represent the sensor positions and the mesh arcs represent the separating distance between sensor nodes. The obtained results outperform all related proposals except Diff-Deploy strategy [4], which was put forward after our proposal.

In the second stage, we will build on the first stage by introducing a network connectivity objective. The connectivity range can be fixed to any value and the deployment algorithm will guarantee the connectivity of the network topology. To resolve the problem, we will propose two deployment strategies based on the Tabu Search metaheuristic. The first strategy is called the Bernoulli Deployment Algorithm (BDA) [5]. The decision to deploy a sensor at any point in the deployment field is carried out using a random variable, which follows a Bernoulli distribution. The obtained results are better than those obtained from previously suggested deployment strategies already found in the literature. However, because of the random nature of the deployment decision, the method will not be able to ensure full satisfaction of the requested event-detection probabilities. For this reason, we went on to propose another heuristic strategy, named the Potential Field Deployment Algorithm (PFDA) [6], based on the Tabu Search metaheuristic and the artificial potential field (virtual force). This method is based on robotic and seeks to find the best trajectory for a robot from an initial point to a target point in the presence of obstacles. The simulations show an improvement when compared with the related deployment strategies.

In the final stage, we set about resolving problem as a whole by introducing
the network lifetime objective. To reduce the energy consumption we will not improve the protocol stack. Our aim is to find the best deployment topology that maximizes the load balancing among the sensor nodes, minimizes the number of packets forwarded by the nodes, and minimizes over-hearing and interference. Moreover, the proposal minimizes the number of sensors and guarantees network connectivity and the requested quality of monitoring. To reduce energy consumption, the method adapts the topology to the routing, MAC, and physical layers implemented in the sensors. We will propose a new deployment algorithm named the **Multi-Objective Deployment Algorithm** (MODA) [7]. It is based on the Multi-Objective Tabu Search metaheuristic and, as in our previous work, the artificial potential field. We assume ZibBee-based nodes where the routing protocol is Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV) and the MAC/Physical layers are specified in IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The MODA’s results outperform all the related proposals and the lifetime is greatly improved.
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Abstract- Most people now commonly capture large portions of their lives digitally, including through photographs, video, audio and other data types. Human digital memory stores are intended to help users store, manage, search and share this data with others. In this paper we consider Peer-to-Peer networks as a means of storing and sharing digital memories. We introduce memory threads as a means to structure the underlying Peer-to-Peer network in a way that reflects the semantic data within the memories. This allows us to demonstrate improved efficiency over existing unstructured and community-structured networks. In addition, we discuss benefits including the potential to expose serendipitous moments as a consequence of the network structure.

1. Introduction

In recent years there has been a huge increase in interest in human life digital memories. Despite a very long history – stretching back to Vannevar Bush’s astonishingly prescient vision of the memex back in 1945 [1] – it’s only in recent years that the collection of digital memories has become an everyday pastime.

This has been driven by a variety of factors. Perhaps most importantly, technological advances have made the pursuit of capturing significant portions of our memories in digital form a viable proposition.

When Jim Gemmell and colleagues reinvented Bush’s vision for a digital age in 2002 [2], commercial hard drive capacity was measured in tens to hundreds of gigabytes. In their paper, they predicted that “terabyte hard drives will be common and inexpensive” within five years. They also noted that, in an age of terabyte storage “only video is up to the task of readily filling a terabyte in a year.” It’s clear that their predictions have come to pass, with multi-terabyte drives now widely available.

However, this only satisfies one part of the requirements; the explosive growth of digital camera ownership – largely driven by camera-phone adoption – also constitutes an enabling factor. The smartphone is likely to result in new types of memory capture (making use of sensors other than audio and visual) but this has yet to reach its full potential.

Finally, and perhaps just as importantly, from a technological perspective, the realization of ubiquitous networking has offered the opportunity not just to capture, store and manage digital memories, but also to share them. This has provided more forceful reasons for capturing memories, driving the social change that has led to the pursuit becoming so widespread.

However, much of the current focus is on social networking via the Web. While astonishingly successful, the Website model introduces a number of important limitations. Most notably, the centralized model suffers from scalability issues, while at the same time removing control from the hands of individual users.

A large body of work exists looking at alternative networking models for managing human digital memories, and a number of important challenges remain in the area. Among these are challenges relating to how best to structure, manage and retrieve digital memories; questions about how to present memories to the user in an effective form; and how to implement practical Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technologies for sharing data securely in the network.

One relatively unexplored area is that of how managing the underlying structure of the network impacts on the higher-level user-oriented characteristics of the system, such as searching, correlating, presenting and exploring digital memories. We believe the two must be considered in tandem. The structure of a P2P network implementing a shared digital memory system is crucial for the efficiency of the system from a user perspective. Moreover, by reflecting certain relationships between memories in the relationships between peers, we also believe that the network can actually expose new information about the memories that might otherwise remain obscure. For example, serendipitous moments, which constitute fortuitous events characterised by shared memories discovered between pairs or groups of people, can be discovered through correlation of memories that can be facilitated by correlations existing as part of the underlying network itself. This relies on a semantic connection between the network structure and the data stored in the network.

These ideas, and our initial studies into how to manage, structure and implement P2P human digital memory stores will be expanded on further in the remainder of this paper. In Section II we consider related work and existing projects looking at human life memories and shared memory systems. Section III discusses the notion of memory threads, and our implementation of them within a P2P network. Results that demonstrate the characteristics of this network structure are presented in Section IV. Finally conclusions and our future research directions are presented in Section V.
2. Related Work

The development of digital human life memory systems has become an important area of research in the last decade, and a number of research projects have tackled a variety of issues within the area. An important appeal is that the work crosses multiple disciplinary boundaries, from social analysis to software design to hardware development.

This breadth was encapsulated in the MyLifeBits project [2]. This included software for the storage, management, tagging and retrieval of data, hardware and software for the automatic capture of memories, and the social exercise of actually capturing the life memories of Gordon Bell, a member of the project team.

It’s widely acknowledged that retrieving memories in an efficient way is of critical importance, and developing effective means for visualising large collections of memories is important for facilitating this. Doherty and Smeaton developed the Groundtruthing interface for presenting an event-based segmentation of SenseCam-collected images [3]. The concept of narrative is explored by Byrne and Jones through the use of card sorting; they found strategies used by people to assemble a multimodal story formed from captured memories were highly consistent [4]. Nishimura et al. [5] also develop their visualisation from chronological narratives, presented on a 3D geographical map. They also propose the interesting extension of considering multiple people’s lifelog streams in a single visualisation. Clearly chronology and narrative represent important elements for all these visualisation methods.

Tied in to this are the notions of searching and tagging content. While visualisations can help to manage and discover memories manually, this is likely to become impractical for the potentially huge quantities of image, audio and video data that can be collected across the span of a human lifetime.

Searching directly based on image contents is a developing area, but text-based search remains the most practical approach to searching for content. Tagging of data with appropriate metadata offers a suitable transformation of data into a usable text-based form. Consequently work on automated tagging, such as that of Ono et al. [6], Wan- nous et al. [7] and Ismail et al. [8] aims to tackle the issue without increasing the burden on the user to manually annotate large quantities of captured data.

In our work we assume tagging as a pre-requisite for the management of data. Images, audio, video and other data can all support additional metadata relating to the subjects of the data, their location, time, and so on, and therefore build on this existing work in the area.

All of these aspects apply equally to an individual’s isolated memory store and the memory stores that are shared between people. However, when considering network sharing a new challenge emerges: how and where should data be stored within the network in order to facilitate searching and sharing both within and across memory stores?

P2P networks have been widely proposed as a sensible means of decentralised storage and sharing of digital memory data [9, 10]. Compared to filesharing or other P2P networks, memory stores are likely to require a structure that relates more closely to the semantics of the data stored in them. For example, the memories of more interest to me are likely to be those of my friends and family in the first instance. The memories of others may also be of interest, but this will likely be only as they relate to particular topics.

This semantic structure must be distinguished from the traditional interpretation of what is referred to as a structured P2P network. Under the traditional meaning, although the structure does depend on the data, invariably this is limited to an abstract or highly narrow interpretation of its semantic content (e.g. the hash of the filename of a piece of data) [11].

A number of researchers have looked at structuring memory stores based on communities coalescing around particular topic areas. The Maze P2P network [12] creates communities based on social relationships, resulting in the automatic generation of interest groups. While this has been demonstrated as a practical approach, the technique nonetheless relies on central servers to form
matches and coordinate structuring of the network. Upadrashta et al. [13] also focus on social relationships, layering a semantic search algorithm on top of an unstructured Gnutella P2P network. Finally Modarresi et al. [14] develop the idea of interest-based communities (IBCs) in a P2P network for improving search efficiency and data organisation. We build on these ideas, creating a more refined structure to allow more focussed searching. By incorporating more of the semantic information into the network, we believe otherwise hidden relationships can be revealed that might otherwise be missed.

3. Memory Threads and Serendipitous Moments

Unlike traditional P2P networks, digital memory stores present a number of unique restrictions and characteristics. When attempting to improve performance by choosing an appropriate structure for the network, these have to be considered carefully.

An important restriction is that users are likely to insist on storing their own digital memories. This contrasts with structured P2P networks such as Chord or Kademlia [11], which assume the data can be moved to an appropriate peer within the network in order to facilitate efficient routing.

In addition, when searching for memories, users invariably have a particular entity, event or characteristic in mind, which forms part of a wider narrative, as discussed earlier.

To try to capture this, we propose the notion of memory threads. Memory threads are created through the combination of a selection criterion and an indexing criterion. The selection criterion acts as a filter for selecting digital memories (photographs, audio files, video files, etc.) that relate to a particular topic. The topic or theme might be a particular person, an event, a place and so on. The indexing criterion on the other hand must take the form of a variable that satisfies the requirement of being a total ordering. A total order is a transitive, antisymmetric ordering such that for any items $a$ and $b$, either $a \leq b$ or $b \leq a$. In other words, the order must be applicable to any pair of elements that match the selection criterion.

The most common indexing criterion is that of time, but any other criterion could be applied as long as it can also be represented as a total order. Other examples might include data size, distance from a given location, or hue (along with a suitably restrictive selection criterion).
The P2P network structure is shaped through the use of memory threads by connecting together pairs of nodes that match the selection criterion, and which are directly adjacent in the ordering induced by the indexing criterion.

As an example, we could consider memories related to the Eiffel Tower. In this case the selection criterion would be the tower itself (e.g. photographs that capture it) and the indexing criterion might be time. In this case, peers would become connected in a manner similar to that shown in Figure 1.

Note that a total ordering doesn’t imply uniqueness, hence there may be multiple memories at the same position in the ordering. In this case, connections are made between all adjacent nodes, as can be seen where the graph splits in Figure 1.

While a network containing only a few memory threads would inevitably be ineffective and likely even disconnected, overlaying multiple threads within the network causes crossing between threads. Searching therefore involves following the semantically most appropriate thread until this crosses a more relevant thread. Eventually the appropriate thread will be found, which can then be traversed, moving in the correct direction depending on the search criteria.

A particularly attractive aspect of memory threads is that they also allow serendipitous moments to be discovered at the ‘crossing points’ of the memory threads; this extends the work of Ismail et al. [9]. For example, two people present at the Eiffel Tower on the same day will exist at the convergence of three threads (or within a given sphere of it): the threads relating to the two individuals and the Eiffel Tower thread itself. While we don’t explore this further here, we note it as an interesting direction for future investigation.

In the next section we will present our results based on the implementation of memory threads within a simulated P2P network, demonstrating that for focused themed searches within a P2P digital memory store, memory threads offer efficiency improvements over existing P2P network structures.

### 4. Results

In order to establish the efficiency characteristics of a memory thread-structured network we extended the community-based P2P simulator developed by Modarresi et al. [14]. The software simulates the process of searching for themed data within a P2P network. We extended the existing unstructured and IBC structured simulations to allow memory thread networks to be compared with these existing schemes.

To understand the results we ran simulations of networks with increasing size between 2000 and 20000 peers. For illustrative purposes, example networks containing 500 peers can be seen for each of the three networks in Figures 2-4.

For each experiment queries were broadcast in the network and the successful response rate measured. These results can be seen in Figure 5, where each data point represents an average of 15 runs.

![Figure 4. Memory thread-based P2P network.](image)

![Figure 5. Successful queries for different P2P network types and sizes.](image)
As can be seen, both memory threads and IBC offer a considerable improvement over the unstructured network. Moreover, they also retain their performance even as the size of the network increases. However, it can also be seen that MTC performs consistently better than IBC across all network sizes.

The successful query rate represents only one metric by which performance can be measured. In future work we intend to develop a more comprehensive understanding of both the characteristics of the network and the reasons for this improved performance. However, as an initial set of results, we see this as positive evidence that more focussed network structures, such as those provided by memory threads, are worthy of deeper investigation within the context of P2P digital memory stores.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we considered the question of how digital memories can be shared and searched in an efficient manner using P2P network technology. We introduced the notion of memory threads, a networking approach that reflects semantic information from the data being stored in the network structure in an intrinsic way. While semantic networks are not new themselves, our approach constitutes a novel way to exploit the specific characteristics of human digital memories to provide a more efficient storage mechanism.

In particular, through simulation results we are able to show that the technique out performs existing community and unstructured P2P networks, suggesting that a focussed structuring mechanism has the potential to provide significant benefits.

In addition to the improved performance, we believe the use of structures such as memory threads can also expose information about the data contained in the network, such as the existence of serendipitous moments that might otherwise remain obscured.

However, there is clearly a great deal of potential to develop these ideas further. In the first instance we aim to use our implementation to explore other metrics and characteristics of memory threads, to establish more clearly the nature of the networks they generate. Moving on from this, we hope to consider a wider selection of network structures, for example by considering more complex ordering mechanisms such as lattices as indexing criteria.

Another question that arises relates to metrics that can be applied to the network. Networks generated using memory threads appear not to conform to traditional expectations, in that many metrics correlated with efficiency suggest they should not perform as well as they do. We hope to develop metrics that capture the specific benefits that semantically structured networks exhibit.
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